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Abstract

Most patients with symptomatic Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) are seeking quick relief for their angina by
requesting Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) that proved to be effective in Acute Coronary Syndrome
(ACS), however, their request for PCI may be appropriately denied in stable CAD. Temptations for complete
revascularization in CAD make certain valid target for patients as well as their treating physicians; nonetheless, cost
effectiveness based on documented outcomes may not support interventional strategy.
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Introduction
Chest pain as a result of CAD remains to be one of the most feared

symptoms that bring patients to seek medical management. It has been
made clear to public that anginal chest pain is an ominous symptom of
cardiac origin indicative of heart attack, hence; urgent medical
attention is advisable for evaluation of the possibility of Myocardial
Infarction (MI) that may lead to sudden death.

Driven by the seriousness of their chest pain, patients typically
present to the Emergency department of the nearest hospital for
medical assessment. Ruling out a presumptive diagnosis of MI can be
reached after thorough evaluation by standard protocols readily
available in all hospitals. However, the persistence of chest pain despite
absence of ACS may raise the potential necessity for referral to cathlab
facility and plausible performance of PCI as an alternative swift
management to Optimal Medical Therapy (OMT) [1-6]. The cost of
PCI may not cause an obstacle when patients are paying from their
own pocket, nonetheless, requesting approval from insurance
companies are usually denied for coronary intervention in patients
with stable CAD.

Evaluating patients with history of chest pain as a manifestation of
CAD remains challenging, regardless of many insights and innovations
over the past three decades. Obviously, CAD’s chest pain is a product
of reduced perfusion (ischemia) of a certain myocardial segment as a
result of less blood supply facing a demand from the same segment.
Therefore, the typical ischemic chest pain can easily be defined as an
exertional chest pain, relieved by cardiac rest, and has the
characteristics of angina.

Furthermore, relief of chest pain after nitroglycerin treatment does
not predict active CAD, as it was found nonspecific for angina pectoris.
Ischemic pain is generally described by patients vaguely as a
discomfort rather than pain nonetheless; it is usually not felt as
stabbing, or sharp pain. It is gradual in onset, however, its intensity
may wax and wane, it radiates to other parts of the body
characteristically to the upper extremities. The duration of the pain is
typically used to classify either angina pectoris if it lasts less than

twenty to thirty minutes, while the duration that lasts longer than 30
minutes is seen in patients with unstable angina as ACS.

Clinical evaluation of patients presenting with chest pain is further
aided by a battery of investigations for reaching the diagnosis and
initiating management [7]. Recurrence of chest pain requires
optimization of medical therapy by aggressive risk factors management
along with maximizing anti-anginal treatment as well as adopting
recommended lifestyle modifications, nonetheless, compliance may
represent an obstacle.

Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) for CAD
There is no evidence that PCI has significant survival benefit or

prevent MI in patients with non-acute coronary artery syndrome
compared with optimal medical therapy [7]. Chronic stable CAD is a
diffuse disease process, making it more likely to respond to systemic
treatment such as medical therapy compared to local therapy using
PCI. On the other hand, PCI has definite survival benefit over medical
therapy in patients with ACS or those who present with cardiogenic
shock when performed by skilled operators in timely approach [8,9]

Early intervention relied mainly on balloon dilation (angioplasty),
however, due to failure rate to maintain target vessel lesion patent, and
to reduce target vessel revascularization (TVR); the use of stent was
introduced to overcome such problem and became standard in most
PCI procedures.

Despite successful revascularization performed by PCI to stable
CAD, a number of patients, continue to suffer from chest pain.
Recurrent angina is therefore defined as an experience of chest pain as
a result of reduced blood supply to certain areas of the myocardium in
a patient underwent prior revascularization procedure for CAD. It has
been shown by several studies that nearly one third of patients
reported recurrent angina following PCI [10-17].

Furthermore, microcirculation as a cause of angina is not tackled by
PCI due to technical inability for interventions in patients with micro
vascular dysfunction and structurally normal coronary arteries.
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PCI placebo effect (I shall please)
The word "placebo" originated from Latin, and it means "I shall

please". The word 'Placebo' was first used medically in 1811, defined as
"any medicine adapted more to please than to benefit the patient". In
fact, placebos were commonly used in eighteen century medical
practice, and were often endorsed as necessary deceptions. Doctors,
back then in that era, were utilizing the powerful influence of patient's
imagination to ease a disease that is not actually treated.

Clearly, the investigators of the ORBITA trial have provided robust
evidence of the placebo effect gained from performing PCI to patients
with stable CAD who have at least one significant lesion in single
vessel disease [18]. In this trial, patients were randomized in two arms;
either to receive actual revascularization PCI, or to receive sham (Fake)
PCI. The results showed no significant statistical difference between
the two arms, which can only be explained by a placebo effect of
performing sham invasive procedure believed by patients to fix their
underlying CAD.

It is important to emphasize that complaints of chest pain are
basically subjective to patient description and perception. Objective
pain assessment is lacking clinical investigation to measure the feeling
of pain, hence; threshold of angina is variable patient's state of mind.
Clearly, patient felt a relief of their stable angina following PCI as they
felt reassured by the intervention, and this improvement is rather
functional irrespective to structural morphology.

Cost effective appropriate healthcare
Third party payment of medical expenses incurred by providing

therapy is commonly encountered between treating doctors and
patients as provided by most modern healthcare systems. Insurance
companies developed a system of approvals and claim revisions for
making final decisions on requested charges as coverage of
corresponding insured patients. Survival benefits as well as improving
the quality of life may override any disagreement over cost
effectiveness; nonetheless, cost is usually an issue for medical expenses
that lack clear beneficial evidence.

Appropriately, patients with stable CAD are advised against PCI
over OMT based on the results of several clinical trials that showed
non-significant benefit of PCI over OMT either on the short term
symptoms or the long-term prognosis. However, patients may suffer
with extreme anxiety after knowing the extent of their CAD that can
be fixed by PCI making one continue to wonder: should we consider a
placebo effect of PCI as a necessary deception in 2018?
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